Locality is the product composed by hegemonic conflicts among discourses in and out of locals that occur through the medium of space and is connected to spatial politics appearing via space. In this context, this study attempted to think of diverse problems in producing space (counterspace) by linking it to locality. This thesis reviewed the possibility of "Totatoga" a cultural space located at the original downtown space in Busan by drawing on heterotopia by Lefebvre or Foucault who had a prospect for producing an anti-space as alternative against the contradictory space of a capitalistic society. The original town is a space of mixed remaining, ruling, and rising cultures, causing diverse entities in this connection to be engaged in hegemonic competition. The work of Totatoga going on within led to practical groping for "how we could make the space we live in." Consequently, it was verified that the image of locality reconstructed from here contained the ideomotor
Resisting space: On Utopias and Heterotopias", Korean Studies Institute Seminar, Mar 2011. 10) The hegemony used in this thesis accepts the discussion as "a process of culture practice" developed above while putting more weight on its variability and dynamism as the hegemonic than on its character as an established that happen through the medium of space and it is connected to spatial politics appearing via space. Spatial politics is defined as the competition and opposition in interests of social powers surrounding the appropriation and practical use, reconstruction, dominance and control, etc. of the space. Choice and exclusion worked in such a process are not original but a conflict of discourses brought about by the crossing of subjects, objects and everyone's eyes generated in a particular period of time.
Thus, the cultural hegemony as "practice" and "process" works as momentum for a new change in implementing a space.
With a focus on planning heterotopias included by an alternative space, this study is intended to explain what interconnectivity such a practical groping has with locality. To this end, first, we will explain spatial politics as the process of diverse subjects' performing hegemony, second, we will perceive such spatial politics as the root point for composing locality, and third, we will try to conceive the "space of difference" implemented through this. As a concrete example of such space of difference, we are going to look into Totatoga settled in the original downtown of Busan as a possibility for alternative cultural space.
2. Connection between the dominant, the residual, and the system.
emergent: spatiality of the original downtown
The complexity of a culture is found not just in its variable processes and social stipulations of these processes but also in dynamic mutual relations exposed everywhere on the processes by diverse elements changing in history. R. Williams describes such cultural aspects as the opportunity for the residual, the dominant, and the emergent.
Here, the residual means the things that were formed effectively in the past but that still work actively in the present cultural process; that is, it refers to the things that do not just the process of hegemonic practice, the residual, the dominant, and the emergent do not form a mutual axis of obstruction and exclusion but cross differently according to historic opportunities.
The cultural aspects Williams set forth above are connected to his explained structures of feeling. He connects the emergence of one new emotional structure at a period to the forming of a new class. He describes the emotional structure as a belief system, institution, or a complex but transcendental form that cannot be restored to explicit and general relationship, etc. For a format that well reveals such a form, he gives the genre of art that involves aesthetic imagination. Actually, the influential shapes of art are related with the dominant or residual social shapes that have already been apparent. Further, the preferential object of emotional structure in a "resolved" form for relationship is the emerging shapes. It is worth noting that "a new feeling structure" and "the emergent" are often associated with the contradiction, division, or change inside a certain class.
Based on Williams' theory dwelled on above, let's look into the cultural topography of the original downtown of Busan. 13) In Busan, the term "original town" has become a pronoun under the resolution among heads of the four self-governing bodies of 13) The original downtown means the region that had performed integrated functions of administration, economy, culture, and transportation for a specific city for a certain period in the past but that has been falling behind losing the function as downtown due to the emergence of a new downtown. We use the term "original downtown" because of the negative image given by the term "the old downtown."
Chung-gu, Seo-gu, Dong-gu, and Yeongdo-gu. This term was officially accepted by the administration when on January 7, 2008, the Busan metropolitan city included "north harbor and original downtown development team" in the four teams affiliated with the city as it started the headquarters for strategic vision propulsion. 14) The original downtown space, interpellated inevitably and accompanying historical and cultural memories, is the space that apparently exposes the collisions and negotiations with the dominant, the residual, and the emergent, encompassing the historical ups and downs. The most interesting and difficult in analyzing the culture of the complicated society is to grasp the hegemonic in its own process, which takes an active and formative character while taking the transformational character as well. 18) 3. "Of Other Space": Experiment with "Totatoga" the latter was putting on the future time to come. Here, in case of 2), it was divided again into "consumption" and "culture" and it was found that Lotte Department Store was put in the place of consumption and "Totatoga" was focally put in the place of "culture."
Totatoga is the "original downtown space for cultural creation" made by remodeling the empty shopping mall in the area of Jungang-dong and Donggwang-dong of Jung-gu, Busan.
The change from a decayed empty shopping mall into a space for cultural creation revealed primarily how a landscape or spectacle may change depending on the subject that exclusively possessed the space. 19) With a little more expansion, it can be connected to the campaign for "occupation" noted as a cultural practice movement on an urban space. There may be a difference in concrete strategy of practice or aspects since there is a part that is common in terms of attributes and effects which are of a "different planning" from the existing representing system. steps "tobaktobak" (exactly) and a compound word for "To"
(tolerance) and "Tato" (apart and together). Here, a Chinese character "Ga" (street) was added to coin "Totatoga." Unlike the existing villages of creation in other areas, the residences are in sparse distribution of within forty stairs and 200m in radius.
Though they are scattered up apart from one another, they also Unlike other regions, desire emphasized by Totatoga about a local space of culture is well exposed in "connectivity to locality" on which it lays importance. A summary of theses can be described as follows.
First, it forces the relativity to locality (organic community activity with the subjects of local spaces) as prerequisite for The power of escape sensed out of "Totatoga" can be connected to heterotopias. David Harvey insists on "composing locality and its meaning qualitatively" 26) as one strategy for opposing the modern spatial planning and its expansion.
Professing that when capitalist has had control over the hegemony about the space they put little importance to local aesthetics, he mentions Foucault's heterotopias proposing "imploding spatiality" as a means to opposing it. In fact, such a matter of locality is not irrelevant to the aforementioned local adhesion. It is because without reading out the texture of a region and by picking up stories about concrete places, it is 25) In this respect, there are also problems to work out. In fact, the period for public subscription to residence was not long enough (which seems to have been also related to the budget problem). The public subscription in progress from December 23 through January 6, 2010 is likely without sufficient publicity, which must have had limitations in the span of participation. This has caused invisible conflict between the residents and non-residents, too. In addition, except literary creation, there is an age limit of "40 years old or under." This can work positively on the image of youth culture but can cause a conflict with the former generations who have actually engaged in culture activity in the region for a long time. Moreover, the sense of place is important to execute the cause held by the spatial characteristics of the original downtown. However, this sense of place held by Totatoga's subjects of creation chiefly compose of the 30's can be different in texture from the previous generations, which could pose a certain limitation. 26) David Harvey, Translated by Dong-hee Gu, op.cit., p. 353. hard to oppose the abstracted order of time and space. In this sense, planning on "Totatoga" can be said to contain a desire for reconstructing space "unlike" the dominant order. 
Conclusion
Lefebvre diagnose that such phrases as "change one's life" or "change the society" are nonsensical without the support of producing a suitable space. He said that any idea of "changing" at all such as "living better," "living in another way," etc., needs to put spatial practice different from so far into practice gradually or dramatically. 30) Spatial practice defines privileged space as simultaneously composed of locality, relationship between local and total, reproduction of such relationship, acts and signs, universalized everyday space, and symbols. This is neither a mental or literary "place" nor philosophical "topos" but a matter of political and social place. 31) Such spatial practice does not just contribute to the reproduction of dominant order but includes resistant practices released from the spatial code conferred by the dominant order; that is, by casting questions about the produced spatial structure and its meaning and by using and transforming the space, another spatial practice for making a new spatial alternative exists after shaking the existing with the texture of spatiality combined between the past and the future. Thus, couldn't we signify such a form of cultural space into the emergent "space of difference" through negotiation with "the residual"? In such a form, it is not easy to find the clue to imploding the capitalistic space restored only to economic time.
This enables us to expand the problem of locality further into a practical discourse combined with values or motions. 
